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About This Game

You might think that working on the assembly line is tedious work, but not if you're manufacturing Factory Balls! Your job in
this logic puzzle game is to custom craft each ball to a specific order. You've got all the tools you need to fulfill each order...

except the instruction manual.

You might remember the online Factory Balls Flash-games. Well, the classic logic puzzle game is back! Same developer, but
new design, new balls, new tools and loads of new levels!

In each level, you'll see the target design of your ball on the shipping box. Starting from a plain white ball, get to work by
clicking the tools you want to use and try to manufacture the correct ball.

For example, the target ball might be orange with white eyes and black pupils, which means you need to use different spectacles
to block the paint and create the different patterns. Need to make a beak? Maybe you have to pull a few times with a pair of

pliers.

There is no time limit or punishment for making incorrect moves, so you can try several different configurations to feel your
way to success.

If you enjoy a cerebral challenge and are keen for a mental workout, you will enjoy Factory Balls!

 221 unique levels
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 refreshingly tricky puzzles

 train your brain

 for young and old

 5 standard level packs

 extra halloween themed level pack
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I actually have a personal memory about this game and I would like to tell this shortly. I was about eight years old when I first
came across the Factory Balls flash game (series). It was just a regural flash game that I played with throughout my early
childhood. I loved (and I still do nowadays too) flash games and I had a plethora of them which I constantly replayed. Then I
took more time with school and I detoured to other types of games (and then later made a Steam account and played games
bought\/downloaded from the store). Some months ago, I decided to relive my childhood and take a nostalgia with playing some
flash games. I started looking for updates and new games from these developers, but unfortunately, I couldn't find any
informations about them, they all vanished... However, I came across Bart Bonte's blog and read that he exists, not retired and
works with these games to this day! Thank you Bart Bonte, that you refreshed this awesome game, you brought some tears into
my eyes. I could recall my memories from ten years ago.
About the game: it's still the "original" Factory Balls and the "blanket", the user interface's design and the background music are
magnificent! The interactive boxes are also lovely! The font type and the yellow-black design reminds me of a workshop
enviroment, which exactly matches to this wonderful game. I wouldn't like to be too sentimental, but I honestly love this game.
I'd recommend it to newcomers and more experienced "veterans" too. It's a pretty neat thinking\/puzzle game.. I played factory
balls years ago as a phone game, and it was one of those games which really made an impression on me. I not only remember the
game all these years later, but even remembered the name of its creator, Bart Bonte. When I saw it on Steam, I immediately
picked it up.
Factory balls isn't dazzling to look at, as you can tell from the screenshots. But don't be fooled, what the game lacks in style it
makes up for with substance.
The player is asked to modify a ball (or pumpkin) with a set of tools, each of which changes the ball in some way. But these
tools must be applied in the correct order to achieve a desired result. Accomplishing this can be highly counterintuitive.
Recreating each product requires logical deduction.
If you enjoy thinking in abstract patterns and sequences, you will probably enjoy this game.. This game... this game... Is
EXACTLY why I review so many indie games on Steam and make review videos on my Youtube channel. I am looking for
amazing little gems like this one right here!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=V7EaR3MJNug&feature=youtu.be

Awesome little brain bender that will let you flex your brain cells to make them expand and also give you rewarding fun in the
process. I gave this game an impressive 99% score and also extra credit for offering a fantastic value for the money!

MUST BUY Recommendation!! People, stop searching for your 400th zombie blaster and offer your brain a challenge.. you can
do that and have a blast right here! Zombies love brains, but if you never work your brain out, those zombies are gonna starve,
just sayin' =). A rather different sort of logic puzzle game. Beautiful, challenging, relaxing and fun! I recommend this for all
puzzle fans.. I used to play a lot of flash games, also from Bart Bontes website. I haven't had flash installed to my browser for a
while, so when I heard Factory Balls arrives on steam with more levels than before, I just had to buy it.

This game does not have a timer or click counter, just fun puzzles. Those are about figuring out the order to use each tool.
Wrong order can often be fixed without starting the level all over.

A lot of small levels, creative looking tools and balls. I like it.. I remember playing the original Factory Balls as a flash game on
Coolmathgames during primary school, and thoroughly enjoyed it over learning. When I received an email (I was signed up to
Bart Bonte's newsletter) about the Steam edition, I had to pick it up. After a few minutes of playing, I confirm that this is just
like the original gameplay with much more content.
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There are a few things I didn't like though. In the flash version there was a giant gear on the bottom left with white balls rolling
in it, and you used your mouse to pick one up and dunk in it a paint bucket. It would be much better if that was also
implemented, rather than simply clicking on a paint bucket or goggles to put it onto the ball. There should also be a dark mode,
because everyone loves those.

Other than that, the design is a fresh upgrade from the original, there's tons of content and gameplay is both satisfying and
nostalgic. This is totally worth your money. GJ Bart Bonte.
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